《The Mysterious CEO》
113 'sPresident… There is a bad news's
"Mother…" Lu Xuelon went towards Shu Han-You. Shu Han-You was sitting outside
the Elder Lu's room.
"Xiao Xuelon…"Shu Han-You looked up. In the just few hours, Shu Han-You was
looking so exhausted.
"Mother…Is this true about Lu Lan? Is she really father's daughter ?" Lu Xuelon
anxiously asked.
Shu Han-You nodded "But… you don't have to worry, Lu Corporation will be yours. I
won't allow that B*tch to take anything from you".
"Don't worry Mother. After the DNA test's result, everything will be cleared and Si
Family would also throw her out, then we will see who supports her" Lu Xuelon said
happily.
Lu Xuelon couldn't wait to throw Lu Lan out from Si Li's life and be the part of Si Li's
life again, because of Lu Lan, Si Li had treated her so badly. Now again with the help
of Si Li, she would make Lu Lan's life to hell. She just had to wait till morning.
…
In the unknown city of USA.
It was midnight, Si Li and Mo Jinnan were sitting on the couch in a living room and in
front of them, a map is laid out on the table and they were discussing something.
At that moment, Mu Che entered into the living room "President… There is a bad
news".

Si Li and Mo Jinnan didn't look up at Mu Che and Si Li said while working on the
map "Speak".
"Madam Lu has revealed the truth that Madam is an illegitimate child".
Both Si Li and Mo Jinnan looked up at Mu Che.

"How…?" Si Li coldly asked.
"Recently Lu Corporation is facing bankruptcy and because of which Elder Lu got the
heart attack and Madam also reached there to meet Elder Lu. When Madam Lu saw
Madam, Madam Lu started shouting at Madam and telling her to break up with you.
However, Madam protest against it and they had a wrangled then Madam Lu reveals
the truth. Now Elder Si has made the Madam and Master Lu to have the DNA test to
verify the truth".
"How is she now?" Si Li asked.
Mu Che hesitantly replied "N…Not good. She is waiting outside the testing lab for the
result. She is in shock right now. Madam Si is with her".
Si Li's team was tailing Lu Lan all the time without making her realized about it. In the
crowd, Si Li's team was also present and they immediately reported Mu Che all the
things.
"Tell the team that now we have 2 days to complete our mission," Si Li said and
looked down and started working again on the map.
Mu Che and Mo Jinnan were looking at each other as if they heard something wrong.
2 Days…
Really…
How come 15 days mission could be complete in 2 days?...
They had just reached on their destination after changing three planes so that enemies
couldn't able to trace them.
After reaching, Si Li had started working without resting for a single minute.
As it was Si Li's rule that whenever you were in the mission, you couldn't take the risk
to take rest. You were in your enemies' territory, where, in a second you were saved or
in another second a gun was pointed on your head.
Si Li saw that Mu Che was still standing here and even Mo Jinnan was still sitting like
a statue.
"What...? Do you have a problem?" Si Li said as his expression was already darkened
and his eyes glanced at him coldly.

"No…No…President…" Mu Che stuttered after seeing Si Li's expression and
immediately left from the room.
Then Si Li turned towards Mo Jinnan "And…You….?"
"No….No…" Mo Jinnan shook his head, but he was still looking at Si Li.
"What…?"
"Nothing…I never thought that Miss Lu has a dark past as well…" Mo Jinnan said
hesitantly.
"Well… everyone has their dark past..." Si Li said as guilt could be heard in his voice.
He knew that the person, she needed now the most, was him and he was not with her.
Mo Jinnan patted his shoulder "Don't worry...We will complete his mission in 2 days".
"We have to...".
Afterwards, Si Li and Mo Jinnan started doing their work during the whole night,
whereas, in the hospital, Lu Lan was sitting outside the testing lab and waiting for the
result.
In just a few hours, her peaceful and happy life turned chaotic. If the result would be
positive, how could be she face Si Li?...
What if he again sent her away from him? What would she do then?...
Now she couldn't imagine her life without Si Li and Little Champ…
The single second was felt like decades. Thankfully, time passed and morning arrived.

